MEETING MINUTES
March 10, 2019 (3:00 PM)
Dear Members,
Today’s IASA meeting was held through conference call.
The Attendees were:
Rajbir Husson, Suresh Malkani, Ashok Vaza, Assem Tandon, Rekha Tandon, Dr. Atul Karia,
Venkat Peddi, Asmath Noor, Anju Multani, Rekha Tandon, Harish Bakshi, Sanjay M Vaswan,
Mukhtiar Kamboj and Harish

Mr. Venkat Peddi (Secretary) opened the meeting and welcomed to all the
members. Venkat gave high level updates on the Indo American Social
Association 31st March event and invited Rajbir Husson (President) to talk more
about IASA and give updates in detail.
Rajbir ji requested all members to RSVP with participant names so that we can eliminate
duplicate names in the list and we’ll have accurate count for planning.
He also requested to all members come on time and place broachers, membership forms and
pens on every table. He would like to see more youths and Woman’s inv olvement in the event
so that we can motivate them to take initiatives in the future events. Requested all the
members to reach our other association executive members and invite them to our March 31 st
IASA event. He informed that association Invited executive guests don’t have to pay entrée fee.
Rajbir Ji requested all members to send their participant names to Suresh.
Anju Multani requested to create separate logo for women empowerment and update more
details about this group on the existing flyer.
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Atul and Ashok ji requested to create detail program agenda list before the event and update
with the time slot.
Sanjay ji requested to invite large number of guests from different community associations and
keep the donation box in the hall.
Aseem ji suggested to update IASA mission on the broacher.
Meeting was adjourned, and next meeting will be scheduled in two weeks.
Venkat Peddi
Secretary
IASA (Indian American Social Association)
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